INTRODUCTION

Many often ask the question: “Why do we need mathematics?” Often the fact that this discipline is included in the compulsory program of universities and schools puts people at a loss. This perplexity is expressed in the following: Why do I, a person whose future (or current) profession will not be connected with conducting calculations and using mathematical methods, know mathematics? How can I find this useful in my life? Thus, a large number of people do not see any sense for themselves in mastering this science, even on elementary principles.

Mathematics is a fundamental science, the methods of which are actively used in many natural disciplines, such as physics, chemistry and even biology. By itself, this field of knowledge operates with abstract relationships and interconnections, that is, entities that are not material in themselves [16-18].

But, nevertheless, only mathematics should enter the field of any science about the world around us, it immediately turns into a description, modeling and prediction of concrete and real natural processes. Here she gains flesh and blood, coming out from under the cover of idealized and divorced formulas, and calculations.

It is a science of exact, impatient arbitrariness in interpretation and various speculations. This is the embodiment of order and rigid logic. It helps to understand the world around us, to learn more about its orders, since these orders obey the same laws that prevail in mathematics!

Mathematics occupies a special place in science, culture and social life, being one of the most important components of world scientific and technological progress [2]. The study of mathematics plays a system-forming role in education, developing cognitive abilities person, including logical thinking, influencing the teaching of other disciplines. High-quality mathematical education is necessary for everyone for his successful life in modern society. Developed countries and countries currently making technological breakthroughs are investing significant resources in the development of mathematics and mathematical education.

PROBLEMS OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS

The concept of mathematical education of the Russian Federation pointed out three basic problems of mathematical education.

1. Low learning motivation of students is associated with a public underestimation significance mathematical formation, congestion educational programs general education and professional education, and evaluation of teaching materials and technical elements and outdated content [3].

2. The content of mathematics education. The choice of the content of mathematics education at all levels of education continues to become obsolete and remains formal and dependent on life, broken his continuity between education levels.

3. The personnel problem. In the Russian Federation are not enough teachers of educational institutions of higher education, which can qualitatively teach mathematics, considering forming and developing educational and vital interests of different groups of students. The current system of training, retraining and advanced training of teachers does not meet current needs. The system of additional vocational training of teachers is not effective enough and often just a formality in terms of improving mathematical education [1].

The main problems of the university associated with the assimilation of mathematical objects arise primarily because of the decline in the quality of mathematical preparation of school-leavers. Secondary education, the quality system is subject to massive criticism. Despite the obvious advantages of the unified state examination, the level of training in mathematics at school did not increase, but declined [8]. Yesterday’s students often do not know how to do such a simple transformation as the addition of fractions, the solution is simple math equations, not to mention the construction of graphs of functions or knowledge of the properties of the elementary functions of sine, cosine, exponential or logarithmic function. There are several reasons for the deterioration of the situation in the school:

1. Reduce hours allocated to the study of mathematics in school, and the consequence was a change in the content of the subject areas. A number of important topics necessary for the training at the university considered as a trial order or not treated at all [9]. For example, much of the material studied in algebra, basic trigonometry principles of mathematical analysis, and the geometry in the space accounts for 10-11. A large amount of content covered by the training at the level of recognition and concepts, the student’s stopped to prove theorems and deduce the formula. There is no complication of the content and tendency to erosion, causing a threat to the gradual loss of a clear logical structure of such subjects as mathematics, physics and others.
Mechanical "coaching" the CSRE tests, practice lately, does not stimulate the development of analytical and logical thinking, and does not contribute to understanding the essence of phenomena [15].

The curriculum is virtually absent interdisciplinary synthesis, i.e. transfer basic knowledge of mathematics in other areas (physics and others).

Low motivation of students learning activity.

Experiments of new educational programs in secondary schools over the past decade have led to the loss of the systems in the field of natural science knowledge [13].

Catastrophically low knowledge of mathematics and physics at the university entrants lead to numerous negative consequences in the field of higher education.

A certain number of students studying mathematics, are graduates of humanities education schools. They do not understand that mathematics - the language in which humanity learns the physical picture of the world [14].

For these applicants several important in operations such as logarithm and potentiation of formula 18, converting trigonometric expressions, function theory, plotting remain "terra incognita."

One of the reasons for the deterioration of training in mathematics at the university is also a reduction in teaching load in mathematics. This often occurs when the introduction of new state standards in some areas and processing of curricula [11].

MAIN OBJECTIVES OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS

In this regard, manifested in recent years, a sharp decline in the level of mathematical preparation of students seems appropriate, especially in primary schools to reduce the ideological and abstract conceptual load, increasing the time to address text and other sense (practical) problems. The specific content of the tasks and the use of it is arithmetic (for actions) rather than algebraic methods for solving them will contribute to the development of basic skills among the students logical thinking [10]. Should be retained in primary and high school tasks for solving equations and inequalities, both algebraic and irrational, trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential. These tasks are taught to work with functions. They are readily available for understanding the school (of course, subject to the measure of complexity) but it requires a certain culture perform algebraic manipulations. It is this culture lacks many entrants - and it is necessary to continue in high school to teach them to do more complex things: calculate integrals and derivatives, to investigate the function of the extremum, solve differential equations, and more. It is necessary to continue to give the training of pupils and caring attitude of teachers to the study of geometry - this unique for her role in mathematics education subject. A variety of geometric problems, plenty of ideas, the rigor of reasoning are taught to think logically, develops imagination, intuition, creative abilities of pupils [5].

Must be moved to a later time, or better yet, remove all of the basic mathematical education all the material related to the theory of probability and mathematical statistics, combinatorics, set theory and logic, as well as everything related to the formal side of the differential and integral calculus. The study of mathematics at the school should not be too formalized, unemotional, contain general concepts and design, turn into memorizing texts. It should be based on available school children accompanied by reasoning and evidence feasible. Absorption of the material should contribute to increase in the time to solve problems [4]. Arriving at the school, yesterday's students already can not fully master the training program. In our opinion, it is necessary to correct the situation, including the complement traditional forms, methods and techniques of scientific and educational activities in a technical college with innovative pedagogical and information technologies. It is necessary to introduce new educational technologies,

WAYS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS

In order to provide high-quality mastering the ever-increasing volume of material in one and the same time, training in high school, the need for restructuring not only the content of mathematics, but also other general professional and special disciplines using mathematical apparatus and secures the mathematical knowledge. This concept allows us to consider the following basic tasks of mathematical education of future engineers.

1. Mathematics Education must ensure all students acquire the knowledge level sufficient for the completion of the goals of mathematics education and formation of personnel potential of the society, prepared to work in a market economy [12].

2. The contents of mathematical education of future engineers should be a system of knowledge - concepts, statements, methods and techniques of reasoning, ordering that allows us to solve modern problems of mathematical education with the humanitarian nature and is aimed at the intellectual development of the individual, is to form the students' ability to learn new knowledge to the independent search for and mastery of the new information [12]. Methodology of teaching mathematics system must be reconstructed on the priorities of developing teaching function in relation to education and provide: the mastery of complex knowledge and skills needed for studying at the present level of natural science and humanities, general and special disciplines, and for professional activities.

METHODS OF SOLVING THE PROBLEMS ON THE EXAMPLE OF RUSSIAN UNIVERSITIES

The first possible solution to this problem is to use currently widely used rating system. In schools, at the time the exam future students get acquainted with the 100-point rating system, a later in high school, for example, in the Surgen branch of the TIU, has a system that is prostanovka points for each operation. In this case, points are distributed in such a way that during the semester the student is gaining 40 to 60 points and 20-40 points - the exam / competition. It should be noted that any intermediate certification in the form of points or assessments on the part of students cognitive interest increases due to the competitive moment. However, to date, 100-point evaluation system works is artificial, since the certificate and the record book, is still score, converted to 4-point scale: "excellent", "good", "satisfactory".

Second, increase the motivation of the learning process can be, raising the competition spirit, teaching students self-affirmation of the individual self-learning. To date, actively promoted the ideas and methods of incorporating gaming moments in high school educational process [6]. Competitive point - the point of the game is inherent in the people throughout life, at any age. From a very young age a person perceives the world and learn while playing. The so-called gamification of learning actively used today in the educational process at all levels of education. She accompanies childishness that still inherent in first-year students. Today's students are spoiled with all sorts of gadgets and interactive games, presentations, and do not take the more study of theoretical material on the benefit of reading and watching videos, most interesting to cooperate actively with the studied material. For example, one active measures can be lectures, interrupt presentation information theoretical interactive testing. Questions for all the same, they can be actively discussed all together and then find the right answer. Such testing does not have the psychological pressure, at the same time helps to clarify the problematic issues.

Addition to the business game are "Days of Science", which are held in high schools once or twice a year. They include the preparation is not a particular student, but to help interested groups to study their interesting subject. It is possible to combine the work of the Club of interest in the department or scientific work within NIRS (research work of students) aim is the same - increase the motivation to learn through the use of
non-standard methods of studying the material - students independently study any aspect and convey the information to a friend Ruga. The teacher in this case acts as a consultant, his personality does not prevail over the students. This reduces the intensity of the learning process, and increases the interest of students. This club (computer graphics enthusiasts) operates in Omsk State Technical University (Omsk State Technical University) at the Department of Engineering and CAD geometry "for the third year. And the students have a keen interest, which is not reduced when the study of the subject is completed, i.e. e., they visited the club and on the second, third, etc. courses.

CONCLUSIONS
From all of the above, a key point can be singled out: it is necessary to interest the student with the discipline in the learning process. The student is not a robot, and filling his brain with information will not work. Even when creating computer databases and knowledge, information is carefully processed, excluded obsolete and redundant, translated electronic form, create certain algorithms for its interaction. Therefore, each teacher must be qualified to timely process information on his subject and use relevant techniques to bring it to students. For example, instead of static files and presentations, webinars and chats are modern active virtual forms of learning, as well as films and animated videos, the creation of which can and should involve students.

It is important that the future engineer is prepared to use mathematics in solving a wide range of problems arising from professional activities. The engineer needs mathematics, as the database on which the mathematical basis for modeling is based, to solve specific problems in the field of his specialty. Therefore, it is necessary to include the study of mathematics in the educational curriculum of students.
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